CHRIS’S MOST REQUESTED PRESENTATIONS:

• GHOSTS
  Chris shares 46+ years of personal encounters since childhood and some of his best evidence. Find out what ghosts are and why they are here.

• ESP & THE AFTERLIFE
  Chris breaks down the Sixth Sense. How to use it and why thoughts are everything in Heaven and on Earth. Sharing Psychic experiences and emotional true stories that your audience will never forget!

• PARANORMAL EQUIPMENT
  Chris shares the ins and outs of spirit communicating with today’s technology. Revealing the secrets, techniques and the one universal method to help you get the best results possible.

CHRIS’S INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP:

• SIXTH SENSE FOR SUCCESS!
  Learn techniques to tap into Extra Sensory Perception (E.S.P.). How Consciousness and the Universe work so you can recognize the signs to achieve your definite purpose in life. This workshop will increase your awareness to attract opportunity & avoid danger!

When it comes to the Paranormal
“Believing is one thing, KNOWING is ANOTHER!”
- Chris Fleming

Chris Fleming’s passion and experience in the Paranormal is evident as he has led a trail for over 40 years. From growing up in a haunted house and capturing his first EVP in 1976, to publishing his own paranormal magazine called “Unknown Magazine” in the 90’s. His greatest contributions to the field has been introducing new technology and spirit communication techniques, such as the infamous K-II meter with the direct response method and the co-creation of the Spirit Box P-SB7 with Gary Galka.

It was in 2003 that Chris was hired to co-host Living TV’s “Dead Famous” with UK superstar Gail Porter and connect with celebrity spirits. The show was a hit - broadcast on BIO channel in the USA and 22 countries worldwide. Chris’s charm, knowledge and expertise has landed him on such TV programs as Psychic Kids (A&E), Ghost Hunters (SyFy), Ghost Adventures Live, AfterShocks, Paranormal Challenge (Travel Channel), The Haunted (Animal Planet), The Shocking Truth (Reelz), Larry King Live (CNN) and new upcoming series Help! My House is Haunted (Really).

With life long knowledge of spirit communication, he collaborates with top engineers in the ITC research community such as Gary Galka of DAS (USA) and Bill Chappell of Digital Dowsing (USA). Chris’s lifetime goal is to bridge the gap of communication with the afterlife and perfect our awareness, consciousness and technology to do so.

Since 1999, Chris Fleming has been delivering powerful multi-media presentations and hands on workshops that awaken, inspire and enlighten entire crowds. Known for his motivational and energetic speaking, he captivates audiences with incredible first hand encounters, powerful lessons from the spirit world, news on today’s current research - while engaging the audience with one-on-one participation and heartwarming personal messages they will never forget.

"After what we witnessed... I am now a believer!"
- Scott Albrecht - (Student) Monmouth College

CHRIS FLEMING
MEDIUM • SPEAKER • PARANORMAL RESEARCHER • SPIRITUAL CONSULTANT
Chris Fleming is ideal for your next event, conference, or convention. Chris can deliver a Presentation, Expert Panel Discussion, Ghost Hunt or Hands on Workshop.

Chris Fleming’s programs empower people in the paranormal field to overcome their fears, gain valuable knowledge and embrace future research as they:

- Learn what Ghosts are & why they are here.
- See real photos of Ghosts caught on camera!
- Hear amazing audio recordings of actual Spirit voices (EVPs)
- Learn the best ways to attract and communicate with spirits.
- How to connect with Local (hauntings) spirits and Non-Local (beyond) spirits during paranormal investigations.
- Use the understanding of the afterlife to help others.
- Learn about E.S.P and how to use your own Sixth Sense.
- How the spirit world will help in obtaining your define purpose.
- Overcome fear of death and how your beliefs affect reality.
- And much more!

Testimonials -

“Ghost Hunter Fleming's Stories Impress At Packed House!”
Newspaper Headline - Central Michigan Life

"Fans Love His Lectures, That Is Why We Have Him Back Every Year!"
Dana Wingerd - Phenomenology Events

"Entertaining, Thought Provoking And Always Informative, Chris Fleming Is One Of The Most Dynamic Personalities In The Field!"
David Schrader - Darkness Radio Host & Events

"Simply…Awesome!"
Molly Farrell - (Student) University of Cincinnati

Book Chris Fleming Today!

For Booking Inquiry: chris.fleming@me.com

www: ChristopherFleming.com
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Client List:

- Fox Studios
- Scarefest
- Phenomenology
- Dragon Con
- Darkness Events
- Mid South Paranormal Convention
- Mi-Paracon
- Whole Life Expo
- Wizard World Comic Con & More!

Over 140 Colleges Including:

- Penn State
- University of Illinois
- Northwestern
- Central Michigan University
- University of Akron
- Florida State
- Rochester Institute of Technology...

Over 400 Radio Appearances World Wide Including:

- Coast to Coast
- Darkness Radio
- Mancow in the Mornings

Over 15 Years of Paranormal TV Hosting & Appearances:

IMDB Website Listing

Upcoming TV Appearance:

Help! My House is Haunted (TV Series - Fall 2018 - Co-Presenter)

“I know there is life after death, I have experienced it…THAT is why I do what I do!”
- Chris Fleming